
 

 

THE CHAIRMAN WRITES . . . . 
 
Our December Programme was interrupted by the customary holiday break which was 
rather longer than usual. We had two visitors with us during the month and in a sense both 
were not quite at their best. David Burgess, from whom we expected to be advised about 
Composition (some of us were looking forward to enjoying that advice again having first 
seen and heard it some years previously) decided our members would benefit more from a 
review of some basic photographic techniques . . . exposure, focus etc., then supported by 
an examination of Adobe Photoshop at several levels from simple to highly (by my 
standards! ) complex and interesting. Something there then for all the members. However 
Christine Hodgson who had been booked for a welcome return visit previously in late 
October had changed her originally planned presentation “THE POWER OF VISION” 
because having seen our published Programme including David’s “DAVID BURGESS ON 
COMPOSITION” she thought there would be some duplication. So in consequence both 
these lectures were not quite what had been planned. None the less, there was plenty of 
material to challenge the membership. 
           
On the 8th Ken Furmage drove over from his home near Hull in quite unpleasant weather 
to judge the Ingram Three competition with the subject being “PICTORIAL”. It was a noble 
effort as our Judge was just recovering from a serious cold.  As his judgment progressed 
so did his vocal range decrease, gradually becoming more and more difficult to hear 
particularly in the back rows. Fortunately we had only a modest entry that evening so Ken 
was able to start his lengthy and rainy journey eastwards rather earlier than customary and 
some members enjoyed the benefit of a longer stay at the Muse! The competition results 
are on the website. 
 
 On the 15th we had our annual Christmas photographically based social event. 
Commencing with a challenge to identify digital images of a series of parts, bits and pieces 
of an item we were lead through (supported and sustained by nuts, crisps, warm mince 
pies and some good wines) into the 3 WAY PRINT MATCHING ACTIVITY, described thus 
because in concept, operation and judgemental expertise it could only slightly resemble 
any sort of competition! Being a participant in one loosing team it would be lacking in 
sensitivity for me to criticise the judging (ably and humorously carried out by Brian Cooper) 
or comment on an apparent closeness twixt the judge and a particularly vocal, indeed 
sometimes almost threatening attitude from a nameless other team who proved that strong 
dissent could win the day  . . . still, as a famous DJ often said “it was all done in the best 
possible taste”.   Those attending had a good evening and our appreciation for the 
organising members who made it so is worthy of remark. 
 
The attendance at these Christmas social evenings though sufficient for enjoyment and 
good fun is gradually falling. Perhaps the Committee might like to review the place and 
objective of this event in the Programme. I take this opportunity to wish all our Members 
and those who read this item on our website a Happy & Healthy 2016. 
 
Brian Gray 
January 3rd 2016 


